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Curved Modular Way-Finding System Vista 

Vista System is a world leading curved way-finding system that 
offers comprehensive solutions for every project: suspended 
signs, flog signs, directories, double sided pylons, triangular 
pylons, post signs, table stands, and many more. No other 
curved system con offer such a comprehensive solution. 

The system is designed to handle most applications and 
materials used in the sign industry (printed-paper, engraved, 
embossed, screen-printed substrates, photo-metal, 
photo-polymer, vinyl graphics, tactile, and more). The 
materials used include polymers and metals of all types, 
plastics, paper, etc. Any material with flexibility and the correct 
thickness may be used as on insert with Vista System frames. 
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Vista System is the only system featuring more than 80 different extrusions, creating 
unlimited widths and shapes. This wide choice of sizes and shapes allows the 
customer to stick to one sign system throughout a project, and to find solutions to 
almost any kind of sign required. 
Signs sized 16-400 mm hove a complete vista profile. 

Signs from 420 mm wide and up use the VBS profile which makes them lighter, 
greener and more cost effective, while still providing a solid frame. 

Gripper Extrusion: 

The VBS side channel hos on inner track into which a special plastic 
profile, that is designed to grip and hold the insert in place, is 
inserted. This greatly improves the hold of the insert to the sign itself. 

Standard finishes for vista profiles ore silver and block anodized. 
Custom sizes and finishes ore available upon request. 



End cops. 
Vista System offers both plastic and 
metal end caps. The end caps are 
available with screws for maximum 
security to avoid vandalism. Plastic 
caps are made of a custom 
formulated polymer of unique 
flexibility and resilience that can 
be painted. The metal end caps 
are made of aluminum with silver 
or black anodized finishes and 
include stainless steel screws. 
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Screw bosses for structu ra I purposes: 

Separation strips: 

Vista System offers a revolutionary solution 
for attaching and installing signs with no 
need for the welding and/ or building of metal 
construction for support. A system of massive 
channels (screw bosses) for screws are inside 
the extrusion itself, enabling the construction 
of an enormous selection of elements within 
minutes and without any welding or special 
tools. 

Vista System offers an integrated system which allows a sign to be divided 
into separate changeable slats within one sign. 

Vista System signs are very easy to update. Just pull out the clear cover, 
change the graphics and place the clear cover back! 

Vista System frames can accept ADA technology inserts. 
We supply ADA inserts, ask your Vista rep. about it! 

Vista System - a complete solution for the entire project! 
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Vista sign sample case 
This elegant suitcase comes with 8 signs from 
various Vista System product to truly help 
customers make up their minds on the spot, 
by showing them exactly how their purchase 
will look like. 

Vista Display Sign kit 
An eye-catching Display Panel, featuring a 
wide selection of signs from Vista System 
product. In a high quality, visual elegance 
combined with technical simplicity of Vista 
Signs 

Use Vista System kits to 
PROMOTE YOUR BUSINESS. 

Call us now! 
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Custom Products Vista 

When you hove a special application, there is no reason to 
hesitate! With Vista System's MCFT technology, we con provide 
almost anything. Simply contact us with your ideas and needs. 
We will take core of designing the type of customized Vista 
System applications you need. You hove your own R&D staff 
without the expense! 

For more Custom MCFT Signoge Solutions check out this 
page: www.vistosystem.com/CustomProducts 
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Art Director
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